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Your pupil, the opening at the center of your eye, allows you to gather
information from the world around you. But a lesser known fact about
the pupil is that by closely examining how it constricts (gets smaller)
and dilates (gets larger) in response to certain stimuli, scientists can
gain crucial insights about what is going on in the brain. When the
environment is bright, the pupil constricts, and when it is dim, the pupil
dilates. But environmental responses—like the response to light—are
just the tip of the iceberg. The pupils also respond when people ingest
certain drugs, when they feel strong emotions, when they retrieve a
memory, or when they are concentrating or thinking very hard about
something. In this article, we will discuss how pupils function, how
they respond to environmental stimuli, and how their reactions are
reflective of cognitive processing—that is, the inner workings and
computations going on in the mind. As you will discover, the small
opening at the center of your eyes can tell us a whole lot about what
is happening in your brain!
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PUPIL
The opening at the
center of the iris that
allows light to enter the
eye.

Pupillometry

The opening at the center of your eye allows light to enter it, enabling you to gather information about the world around you, but the
opposite is true, too—insights can be gained about what is going on
in your brain based on the behavior of your pupils. The pupil is the
opening at the center of the eye that appears as a black dot surrounded by the colored part of the eye, the iris. The iris is a muscle in
the eye that functions like the diaphragm of a camera (see Figure 1).
The iris responds to the amount of light entering the eye by adjusting
the size and diameter of the pupil (the aperture), in order to allow the
appropriate amount of light into the eye (the camera). Light travels
through fluid in the eye and is then absorbed at the back of the eye,
in an area known as the retina. The retina is covered in specialized
cells called photoreceptors (think of this part of the eye as the film
of a camera where the picture is captured). Photoreceptors gather
information from the light and send it to the brain to be processed
into the image you see.

HOW DOES THE PUPIL WORK?
Figure 1
An analogy can be
made between a
camera and the eye.
The iris (shown in
green at the front of
the eye, surrounding
the pupil) is similar to
the camera’s
diaphragm (shown in
green at the front of
the camera lens) and
the pupil (the small
opening at the center
of the eye) is similar to
the camera’s aperture
(the black opening at
the center of the
camera lens that allows
light in). The iris/
diaphragm adjusts the
size of the pupil/
aperture to allow the
appropriate light into
the eye/camera. The
light is absorbed/
captured at the back of
the eye/camera by the
retina/film (shown in
purple at the back of
the eye, and in purple
on the camera, behind
the lens).

When lighting is intense, the iris responds by contracting (flexing)—making the pupil smaller and thereby allowing less light into the eye. When
lighting is dim, the iris responds by dilating (relaxing)—making the pupil
larger for situations in which more light is needed to see. This is called
the pupillary light reflex [1]. The autonomic nervous system—the part
of the nervous system responsible for unconscious and involuntary
processes, which are processes that we cannot consciously control,
like heartbeat and digestion—is also responsible for the pupillary light
reflex. Pupillary responses, then, can partly be understood as involuntary or unconscious physical responses to lighting conditions, but this
is actually just the tip of the iceberg! (see Figure 2).
The pupillary response as described above is a bottom-up process. We
can think of bottom-up processing as processing information (that is,
light, sound, pressure, heat, or chemicals) from the body “up” to the brain.

Figure 1
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Figure 2
In this figure, you see
the same person’s pupil
in three different states.
The pictures were
taken using an eyetracker; blue coloration
indicates the location
and size of the pupil. In
the center panel, you
see the person’s pupil
at rest, after being
exposed to normal
indoor lighting
conditions. In the left
panel, you see the pupil
constricted (decreased
in size) after exposure
to a bright flashlight. In
the right panel, you see
the pupil dilated
(increased in size)
following a period in
which the person sat in
a dark room.

Figure 2

In bottom-up processing, information enters the body by way of the
sensory organs (eyes, ears, skin, mouth, nose): “the bottom.” Information
is then taken up to and processed in the brain, “the top,” to create an
interpretation (that is, a perception) of the information, a memory of
it, or other higher-level thinking. Pupillary responses to light are considered bottom-up processing because they result from the external
stimulus (a certain intensity of light entering the eye) being processed
in the brain and then perceived (the intensity of the light is perceived as
brightness). From there, the brain sends signals back to the iris, causing it to contract or dilate, depending on the brightness of the light [2].
It seems to make sense, then, that the pupil should only respond to
lighting conditions because controlling the amount of light seems to
be the pupil’s primary purpose. Surprisingly, this is not entirely true. By
studying pupillary responses, we now know that pupils can tell us about
much more complex activity that is going on in the brain.

PUPILS TELL US ABOUT MORE THAN BRIGHTNESS
PUPILLOMETRY
The study and
measurement of the
diameter of the pupil
and how it reacts to
environmental stimuli
and mental processes.

COGNITIVE LOAD
The amount of mental
effort used during
information processing.

Pupillometry is a method used to study pupillary responses by measuring changes in the size of the pupil in response to various types of
stimulation. Pupillometry has revealed an additional top-down relationship between pupillary responses and several mental operations that
are sometimes quite complex [1]. Top-down processing can be thought
of as higher-level information from the brain that is sent “down” to the
body. In the rest of this article, we will tell you about the exciting and
unexpected relationship between the opening of your eye and the inner
workings of your mind: Specifically, perception, emotional responses,
and cognitive load.

PERCEPTION: THINKING ABOUT LIGHT
Surprisingly, scientists have recently found that pupils even respond to
stimuli that imply a lighting condition in the same way they do when
we experience real shifts in lighting conditions. Put simply, even when
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there is no change in the actual brightness of a stimulus, a person’s
pupils may respond by constricting because that stimulus usually tells
us there are bright lighting conditions. For example, Binda et al. [3]
showed participants equally bright images of the sun and the moon,
which we know are typically bright or dim, and scrambled images that
did not look like anything specific. The images that did not look like
anything specific were either “mean luminance” or “phase scrambled,”
and, unlike the sun and moon images, they were meant to lack meaning so that any pupillary response to them was due to their brightness
alone, and not because they implied (or suggested) a lighting condition. Mean luminance images were uniform in color and matched the
average overall brightness and color of the entire image of the sun. The
phase scrambled images of the sun can be thought of as a jigsaw puzzle, with all of the pieces mixed up. The phase scrambled images were
also the same average overall brightness as the original sun images, but
the pieces of the image were scrambled so that the picture no longer
looked like an image of the sun.

DILATION
A relaxation of the
muscles in the iris
causing the pupil to
become larger in
diameter.

In this way, the four types of images differed in their meaningfulness
but not their brightness, so any difference in pupil dilation that was
observed would have to result from something other than differences
in brightness. The researchers found that individuals’ pupils reacted
to images of the sun (which is normally quite bright) by contracting.
However, images of the moon and the images that did not look like
anything specific did not make the participants’ pupils contract, even
though they were just as bright as the picture of the sun! Likewise,
Mathôt et al. [4] found that participants’ pupils contracted when presented with words (both spoken and visual) that merely conveyed the
concept of light, and that their pupils dilated for words conveying darkness. It seems that understanding or thinking about the concepts of light
or darkness can sometimes be enough to cause the same response in
the pupils as actual light and darkness cause. This tells us that the pupils
can respond not only to environmental, bottom-up information, but
can also be stimulated by top-down processes, or information coming
from the brain instead of the environment.

EMOTION: YOU CAN SEE IT IN YOUR EYES
Brain structures that are involved in higher-level processes, such as
emotion and cognition (thinking), are also known to stimulate pupillary
activity. Activity in the regions of the brain that help us feel emotions
can also increase pupil dilation. Things in the environment that cause
us to have emotional responses, either positive or negative, can result
in pupillary dilation. For example, Partala and Surakka [5] presented
participants with a series of sounds and monitored the participants’
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pupils while they listened. After each presentation, participants rated
the sounds as emotionally positive, negative, or neutral. Sounds that
were rated as positive (such as a baby laughing) or negative (such as
a baby crying, or a couple fighting) resulted in increases in pupil dilation compared with neutral sounds (such as background office noises),
which had little effect on pupil size.

COGNITION: THINKING HARD SHOWS
If you try to do something different, something that you have not done
before, more mental effort is required to perform that task, meaning that
you have to think harder. Increased pupillary dilation also results from
this increase in mental effort, which is often referred to as cognitive
load. When the increase in cognitive load lasts for a while, dilation of the
pupils also lasts for a while, signaling that the person is continuing to
think about the difficult task and pay attention to it. Increased cognitive
load is thought to be associated with areas of the brain responsible for
continuous attention, located in the frontal lobe of the brain (behind
the forehead). This pattern of increased pupil dilation resulting from
increased cognitive load is seen when individuals perform difficult tasks.
Tasks such as doing difficult math problems, memorizing large sets of
information, or counting backwards by increments of seven cause an
increase in cognitive load and therefore produce increased pupillary
dilation [2].1
Using pupil dilation as an indicator of increased cognitive load, studies
on memory have found that cognitive load increases when memorizing, remembering, and recognizing information, and cognitive load is
greater for more difficult content. For example, Papesh et al. [6] found
that cognitive load increased significantly when participants were asked
to memorize and retrieve made-up words (like “garp”) from memory,
as compared with real words. The researchers found that, when more
mental effort was used to memorize information, that information was
remembered better later on. More importantly, this was also reflected
in pupillary dilation; the stronger the memory, the more dilated one’s
pupils tended to be.

You can test all of this for yourself: Have a friend agree to keep eye contact with
you (this may be the most challenging part, since it is a little awkward), then ask him/
her easy math questions (What is 2 + 2, 1 + 1 …?). You should not notice a change
in dilation. Now, ask a difficult math question (Like, what is 53 * 87?), and you might
notice a sudden increase in dilation. If your friend can figure out the problem or
stops trying to solve it, you may notice his/her pupils will return to normal.
1
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These findings also apply to children’s ability to use short-term memory—the memory system used when trying to remember information for
a short period of time. Imagine, for instance, that you hear an ice cream
truck and generously offer to buy three of your friends a snack. If you
try to remember what kind of treat each of them wants so you can run
over and buy it for them, you are using your short-term memory to hold
onto that information. Johnson et al. [7] studied short-term memory
using a task in which participants memorized long sequences of numbers and immediately reported them back. The researchers watched
the participants’ pupils for increased and sustained dilation, which told
them when the participants were memorizing information and when
they were not. After memorizing six numbers, children’s pupils typically
began constricting, but adult’s pupils stayed dilated. This indicated that,
at six numbers, children hit their memory limit and stopped memorizing, but adults did not. This pupillometry study confirmed that children
have a smaller short-term memory capacity than adults have.

CONTRACTION
A tightening of the
muscles in the iris
causing the pupil to
become smaller in
diameter.

What is different about pupillary responses that happen during cognitive load and pupillary responses that happen during perception and
emotion is that both pupil contraction and dilation result from cognitive
load. The pupils dilate when information is being processed or remembered, since both are cognitively demanding tasks. The pupils then
often constrict upon reporting the information, because cognitive load
decreases once the information has been successfully remembered.
Finally, pupil size returns to intermediate size when mental processing is
complete [2]. The monitoring of pupil dilation, then, is useful for tracking when we are putting more effort into thinking, from when we start
processing information to when we eventually report the information.

CONCLUSION
Pupil dilation is, perhaps, an unusual way to understand the human
mind, but it is clearly a useful one. This method could even potentially
be used to study different populations, such as babies, children, individuals with mental disorders, or those with difficulties communicating.
Studying the pupil allows us to take advantage of the fact that the eye
is an extension of the brain. As Eckard Hess [8] put it, “it is almost as
though a portion of the brain were in plain sight for the psychologist
to peer at.”
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YOUNG REVIEWER
JACOB, AGE: 11
My favorite sports to play are soccer, baseball, basketball, and tennis. My favorite
car company is Tesla, which makes electric cars. My favorite fast food restaurant
is Burger King. My favorite slow food restaurant is Moon Star Chinese restaurant.
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I weigh 68 pounds. I am nice looking and nice to people. I love political comedians
because they teach you about the world and make you laugh at things that would
otherwise be painful.
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